Welcome to the Extended Tax Reporting topic.
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After completing this topic, you will be able to:
Explain the extended options available in tax reporting.
Define the settings for extended tax reporting.
Generate tax reports for the tax authorities.
Note that this functionality applies to Value Added Tax (or VAT) and is
available in the localizations detailed in the next slides.

• In 9.1 version the extended tax reporting function is enabled in additional
localizations. We will list the new localizations in the next slide.
• With the extended tax reporting you can declare selected tax obligations
to the tax authorities according to a flexible structure and create
electronic files.
• The extended tax reporting function also saves documents into a
particular period and therefore enables to correct a report that has
already been saved.
• In summary, the extended tax reporting provides more comprehensive
options than the regular tax reports.
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• The Extended Tax Reporting function is already available in the localizations presented
in the top chart.

• From version 9.1 it is also available in the localizations presented in the
lower chart.
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• Let us look at a business example:
• OEC Computers is required to report and pay their tax obligations in a certain
structure. They are required to declare their goods and services in one entry
and fringe benefits tax in another entry.
• They need the ability to display documents and manual journal entries grouped
by their tax entries and the option for expanding the display to show the tax
amounts and details.
• They also need the ability to create electronic files for submission to the tax
authorities.

• Let us look at another business example:
• OEC Computers submits tax reports to the tax authorities on a monthly basis.
• They work with distant vendors that send their invoices via post and sometimes
an invoice arrives after the tax report was already submitted.
• Therefore, they need the ability to track which transactions were reported to the
tax authorities in specified periods, and to spot missing transactions from the
original report for the specified period and add them later.
• With the extended tax reporting option, they can generate a report that
allocates certain documents to a particular reporting period.

• Before we talk about the Extended Tax Reporting option, let us have a quick
reminder of the tax system.
• The tax system is determined according to the localization you choose for the
company database.
• SAP Business One provides predefined tax groups for each supported
localization to be used by your company for purchasing, sales, and payments.

• Each tax group should be connected to a G/L account to automatically
create journal entries for documents containing this group.
• In the example shown you can see few of the predefined tax groups in a certain
company.
• Note that you have two types of tax groups, output tax for A/R documents and
input tax for A/P documents.
• During system setup you can define default tax groups to use when creating
sales and purchasing transactions for items and services.
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• So, what is the meaning of the Extended Tax Reporting option?
• It gives you the option to define formulas for selected tax groups.
• SAP Business One offers two options for implementing the Extended Tax
Reporting: Tax Declaration Boxes and BAS Codes. BAS stands for Business
Activity Statement.
• The setting of these two options are similar however BAS Codes gives you
more flexibility in designing the structure and the rules of specific tax
declaration entity.
• The options available for your company depends on your localization.
• Some localizations have the tax declaration boxes available, some have the
BAS codes and some have both.
• In this training we will focus on the BAS codes option as it is more flexible.
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• SAP Business One assists you in business activity statement reporting by
providing a range of predefined BAS codes for value added tax.
• You can add new BAS codes and modify or remove existing BAS codes, if tax
regulations require a change, for example.
• In the example shown you can see some of the BAS codes defined for a certain
company.
• When defining a BAS code you can combine tax groups in a formula using
mathematical operations. You can see this in the example for the XX2 BAS
code.
• You can also combine the existing BAS codes in a formula. This is shown in the
XX3 example.
• Some BAS codes include one tax group with the option to determine which side
of each transaction is added: only the debit amount, only the credit amount, or
both. In the example of YY1 and YY2, these BAS codes are based on the same
tax group A1 but take different parts of the transaction.
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• Use the extended tax declaration reports to display documents and manual
journal entries in the appropriate period grouped by Tax Declaration Boxes or
by BAS codes.
• You can expand the report display to show the tax groups included in each Tax
or BAS code with their tax amounts.
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• Let us review the working process with extended tax reporting:
• First, you need to activate the extended tax reporting option.
• Then, you should review the predefined BAS codes provided in your
localization. And add or remove BAS codes if required.
• During everyday work the system automatically calculates the tax
amounts for the documents you add to the system.
• At the end of each month, you run the BAS Report Generation. It
enables you to save certain documents into a particular reporting
period. You can also correct a report that has already been saved and
show only documents that have not yet been included in any previous
report for a given period.
• Finally, you retrieve BAS reports and submit them to the tax
authorities.
• In the next slides we will go through the different steps.
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• To activate the Extended Tax Reporting option, choose the menu path shown
on the graphic.
• Then, check the option.
• Selecting the Extended Tax Reporting checkbox opens the Period Type for
Report Generation dropdown list.
• Specify the period type for the report generation: year, quarter, month or period.
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• SAP Business One assists you in business activity statement reporting by
providing a range of predefined BAS codes according to the database
localization.
• Choose the menu path that appears in the graphic.
• In the example shown you can see some of the predefined BAS codes defined
for the Australian localization.
• At the top of the form you can create a new effective period by copying data
from a previous effective period.
• You can add or remove BAS codes, for example if there are any changes in tax
regulations.
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• Let us focus on three main definitions in the BAS Code Definitions –
Setup window.
• The first one is the Type column which indicates how tax is calculated.
• The options are: VAT Group, Account, Manual Input, Formula, and Single
Choice.
• Note that the result of the type definition appears on the Formula Syntax
column.
• Let us review the BAS code types.
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• It is recommended to take a look at the predefined BAS codes in your
localization to learn about each BAS Code type:
• With the VAT Group option you report, group, and filter transactions by
tax groups. You can combine tax groups in a formula using
mathematical operations. To do so, double-click the BAS code row to
define its details.
• Use the Account type to report, group, and filter transactions by G/L
accounts. You can assign each account to only one BAS code. So
after you select an account for a BAS code, it is not displayed for
another code selection. You define the account by double-clicking the
BAS code row.
• With the Manual Input type you can manually enter an amount or a
percentage rate, for example, as an adjustment to a BAS code, in the
BAS Report – Generation window. This means that in the BAS Code
Definitions window you do not enter any value. You will do so in the
actual report.
• The Formula type enables you to combine the existing BAS codes in a
formula using mathematical operations. When you include BAS codes
in a formula, use brackets ”[]” as placeholders for each BAS code.
• Single Choice type, allows you to provide background information or
additional remarks for certain BAS codes according to legal
regulations. You can specify few legally valid options as reason codes
and select only one of them for reporting purposes. To do so you first
create BAS codes of type Manual Input. Then, to provide background
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information for those manual BAS codes, you create a BAS code of
single choice type. You enter the reason codes by double-clicking the
BAS code row.
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• In the Summary field column select which of the following tax transaction
amounts to display in the report: Base Amount, Tax Amount, or NonDeductible Amount.
• The Debit/Credit column determines which side of a transaction is
recorded by the BAS code: only the debit amount, only the credit
amount, or both.
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• During everyday work the system automatically calculates the tax for
each row in marketing documents you add and summarizes the total
document tax amount in the document footer area.
• An additional line is created in the automatic journal entry of the
document. This line posts the tax amount to the correct tax account
according to the appropriate tax group.
• In the example shown you can see the tax row that was posted in the
automatic journal entry of an A/R Invoice.
• You can also include tax rows in manual journal entries.
• Tax reports in general and the BAS report in specific, are based on the
tax lines of the journal entries created in the system.
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• The BAS Report Generation enables you to save certain documents into
a particular reporting period.
• Choose the menu path that appears in the graphic.
• Then choose the tax declaration type you want to issue:
• Original – to save the report for the first time in a given period.
• Replacement - to correct a report that has already been saved.
• Adjusted - to show only documents that have not yet been included in
any previous report for a given period.
• After choosing the report type you should specify the tax declaration
name by selecting the appropriate year and period. For a replacement
declaration, also select the desired adjustment number.
• Then, choose the date and date range according to which transactions
should be included in the report.
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• In the report window, the documents and transactions are grouped by BAS
codes. You can expand the report display to show the tax groups included in
each BAS code and their tax amounts.
• Select the documents and transactions that you want to include in the report.
• You can change the values in the report for manual BAS codes and select one
option from single choice type codes.
• To save the report, choose Add.

• If you need to correct a report that has already been saved then you can
run the BAS Report Generation for the same period using the
Replacement tax declaration type. Another option is to use the Adjusted
tax declaration type so that the report only shows documents that were
not included in the saved report for the period.
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• Use the BAS Report Retrieval transaction to retrieve BAS reports.
• Depending on your localization, save the report data to be submitted to
the tax authorities as follows:
• Export BAS amounts to a Microsoft Excel file. You can use the file to
submit the amounts to the tax authorities, for example, by filling in the
pre-printed report forms.
• Create an electronic BAS report file in XML format. You can submit the
file to the tax authorities directly for VAT declaration purposes.
• Create electronic BAS report files in TXT format. With the DEFIR addon, the files are then converted into a new file format that can be
submitted to the tax authorities directly.
• To learn about the options available in your localization and how to work
with them, refer to the Online Help.
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In version 9.1, the extended tax reporting function is enabled for
additional localizations.
Extended Tax Reporting gives you the option to define formulas for
selected tax groups using two options: Tax Declaration Boxes and BAS
Codes. BAS Codes give you more flexibility. The options available for
your company depend on your localization.
SAP Business One provides a range of predefined BAS codes. You can
add new BAS codes and modify or remove existing BAS codes, if tax
regulations require a change, for example.
During daily work, the system automatically calculates the tax for each
row in marketing documents. The journal entry additionally posts the tax
amount to the correct tax account according to the appropriate tax group.
In the BAS Report Generation, documents and transactions are grouped
by BAS codes. You can save certain documents into a particular
reporting period and correct a report that has already been saved.
Use the BAS Report Retrieval to retrieve BAS reports and, depending on
your localization, save the report data to be submitted to the tax
authorities in the appropriated file format.

Thank you for your time.
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